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Circular for Parent regarding PA1 Guidelines

Dear Parent
Hope you all are staying safe and healthy..
The school has scheduled Periodic Assessment 1 ( PA1) from 13th July,2021 onwards.
In this regards we are forwarding you the Datesheet and Guideline for your consideration.
Adhere to the guidelines strictly.
Exam pattern of PA1
Class VI to VIII - 30 marks paper on Google form.
Timings 9.00 am to 10.00 am including submission.

Class IX -X - 40 marks paper
Google Form( Objective) - 20 marks
Timings: 9.00 am - 9.40 am

Pen paper Test ( Subjective) : 20 marks
Timings: 10.00 am to 11.00 am including conversion into PDF & submission)
Instructions Class VI to X

1. Students need to take all the exam conducted by school very seriously.
2. No student will cite internet issue while giving exams.
3. Network issues to be resolved at any cost. Solutions given to submit answer sheets in

case of network issue to be strictly followed.
4. Students will take screenshots of the answers attempted on Google form positively. Any

child who forgets to do so and his/ her answer is not submitted due to network error then
the school shall not be responsible.

5. For Non- submission of answers and not able to procure a screenshot of answers the
child will be awarded zero in the subject. If a child could not submit answers but has
taken screenshots of the answers then it should be sent to the subject teacher which will
be evaluated..



6. If answers get submitted then no need to send screenshots of answers to teachers.
Attendance and Leave
Class IX - X : Absentee students shall send a leave application to their class teacher before the
exam begins. If there is a medical problem then the child needs to submit a medical
prescription/ certificate by doctor alongwith application via email and inform teacher on
WhatsApp regarding the mail. No leave application then no attendance. Students will be marked
absent.
Class VI - VIII - Students will be marked absent in case Google form is not submitted neither
screenshots of the answers attempted.

Class IX- X :
7. PDF of answer sheets to be timely uploaded on Google link. Scan answer sheets

properly. Check twice the clarity of scanned answer sheets before attaching on the
google link.Write answers legibly. Switch on the Zoom camera while writing the exam.

8. Many students quote network issues during this time which shall not be considered.
Being on a zoom camera is a must during the Paper 2 exam.

9. It is mandatory for class IX & X students to appear for all the exams conducted by
school. Students need to upload the answer sheet of the pen paper test within the given
time period.

10. Students who fail to submit their answer sheet (PDF) on Google link will not be asked
again and again by teachers to submit. No marks for non - submission. Answersheet
attempted by students to be kept neatly in a folder. On reopening of school a student
should submit the same to his/ her subject teacher/ class teacher.

11. Students need to write their Name, Class & Section and Subject on the left hand corner
of the answer sheet.

Hope your ward follows the instructions/ guidelines religiously.

Regards

Principal


